FUEL
As recorded by metallica
(from the 1997 Album "reload")

Transcribed by jon symons

Words by metallica
Music by metallica

E5  G5  E5\(^\text{\#11}\)  F5  A5  C5  D5  B5
5 3fr.  7fr.  2fr.  1fr.  5fr.  3fr.  5fr.  7fr.

B5\(^\text{\#11}\)  6fr.

A Intro  tune guitars down to Eb
\( \frac{\text{d}}{\text{e}} = 208 \)

Gtr II

[Tablature]

Gtr I  dist tone  Gtr II

[Tablature]

1.  2.

[Tablature]
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C 2nd, 4th Verses

E5
Gtr I

G5
Gtr IV

E5

B5

A5
wah off

Gtrs I, II

wah off

Gtrs I, II

sl.
Interlude

Gtr I

only played 1st time

Gtr II

Gtr III

Gtr IV
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